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Top-drawer quality: Functional and efficient

Hettich has the ideal drawer system for every piece  
of furniture in every room, be it the kitchen, 
bathroom, bedroom or living room – and naturally  
the office. Experience innovative systems with  
intelligent functions to match.
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Living perfection: 
AvanTech

Standout features of AvanTech in 
aluminium are pure, clean lines  
with no holes or cover caps in the 
drawer side profile. Plus, its perfor-
mance is just as compelling as its 
looks, boasting unequalled running 
action, exceptional stability and a 
sleek front panel.

Opening, closing, amazing: 
Push to open Silent  

A gentle push on the handleless
front panel is all it takes to open
the drawer or close it softly and
quietly. The triggering sensitivity,
opening force and front panel
gap are individually adjustable.
Innovative, double-prize-winning
technology.

Made for the future: 
ArciTech

Thanks to outstanding running  
action and exceptional stability, 
ArchiTech brings out your furni-
ture’s very best. ArchiTech’s func-
tion and design allow for endless 
variations – for distinctive furniture 
lines and custom solutions.
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Our convenient drawer runners are  
really moving 

Remarkable variety and functionality – that’s  
the essence of Hettich’s runner systems. The ideal  
solution for all types of furniture and any load,  
they deliver uncompromising quality combined  
with cost efficiency.
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Impressively precise: Actro 5D

Perfect for both wooden drawers and 
the AvanTech drawer system, Actro 5D 
boasts superior running action and  
extreme stability, even with loads of up 
to 80 kilograms. Equally impressive is its 
precise front panel alignment with very 
fine reveals thanks to five-way adjust-
ment. Plus, the drawer is fixed to the 
runner especially securely so it runs with 
quiet ease.

The can-do runner: Quadro 4D

With Quadro 4D’s intuitive four-way
adjustment, it’s easy to achieve flawless
reveal alignment. For attractive furniture
design with integrated convenience
functions.



It’s what success in new markets hinges on

Unbeatable solutions for all furniture ranges,  
Hettich hinges are at the heart of every good door. 
Reliable and durable, they boast high quality you can 
see and feel, with sophisticated installation  
and adjustment options.
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Look, no handles: 
Push to open for hinges

Handleless is the trend that’s here to stay – 
for kitchen and living room furniture alike. 
That’s why Hettich makes Push to open, the 
perfect hinge for every design concept.  
Either without the self-closing feature or 
combined with standard hinges. 

Introducing Easys, our very latest highlight, 
the electromechanical opening assist function 
for refrigerator doors. Now fridges are simpler 
and more convenient than ever thanks to 
handleless opening.

Taking convenience to new widths:
Wide-angle hinges

How can you open cupboard doors 
further and reach items inside more 
conveniently? With Hettich wide-angle 
hinges. Their innovative soft opening 
technology swings doors gently, and that 
makes them kinder to furniture.



.
Slide it. Love it: Pure design in a big way 

Thanks to their excellent running properties,  
state-of-the-art soft closing systems, adjustment 
options and swift, simple installation, sliding door 
systems from Hettich are just the job for a wide  
variety of uses. And the best part: the technology  
is discreetly out of sight.



.
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For flush fitted, handleless design:
InLine XL

With this premium sliding door system, 
even large, heavy front panels open 
and close effortlessly. InLine XL delivers 
unparalleled comfort and smoothness 
when sliding doors. For incredibly clean, 
precise front panels with virtually  
invisible reveals.

All-rounder for your design ideas:
TopLine L

Heavy wardrobe doors that swing  
when opening or closing?  
Not with Silent System soft guiding.  
It catches every movement of the door, 
manoeuvring it gently into  
place without a sound.

Great look for your furniture design:
SlideLine M

A world first for 1-track sliding door
systems: the Hettich soft colliding
feature. Wherever several doors run
alongside each other on the same 
profile,they meet with gentle, silent 
precision.

Invisibly smart. Whisper quiet: 
TopLine XL

Create exciting panorama effects. 
Just one movement and the doors 
open softly with synchronised 
symmetry, affording instant  
access to the entire interior.
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Home run

Looking for new ideas to set your furniture apart? Then 
join us on a tour of the various living areas on show and 
witness first hand how selected exhibits for hallways, 
kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms and bathrooms turn 
trends into furniture. Discover the secrets to designing 
flush fitting fronts whose sleek, elegant surfaces are 
uninterrupted by handles, how to bring a new dimension 
in Silent System damping to life and much more besides. 
Now that’s furnishing inspiration.
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Compact outside, capacious inside

Narrow hallways call for clever storage  
solutions. The TopLine sliding door system fits 
the bill perfectly – making the most of available 
space so that shoes, clothing and keys can be 
tidied away and easily found when needed. 

Wardrobe
https://www.hettich.com/short/ead57b
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Life styled

Together with the kitchen, the 
living room is the heart of the 
home. It’s also where guests are 
received. That’s why creating 
a polished look counts for that 
much more here. The beauty  
of Hettich is that it makes  
beautiful decor possible.  
Slim-line doors, narrow reveals 
and minimalist design are all 
produced in a variety of mate-
rials, while Sensys hinges and 
Actro 5D drawer runners set 
things in motion. You’ll be  
amazed at what you can do 
with a sideboard.

Home life

Set beautiful decor in motion

Sliding doors and convenient drawers add 
a touch of dynamism to room interiors. 
That spells big benefits in terms of ele-
gance and functionality for living room 
furniture. Quadro drawer runners feature 
concealed installation, so all you see is the 
flawless design of your wooden drawers. 
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Home life 
Style you can see

Super-soft closing combined with a unique 
self-closing angle: the design award-winning 
Sensys hinge. Now the Sensys adapter for 
glass doors lets you enhance both the  
functionality and the look of glass doors, too.

https://www.hettich.com/short/288715
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All work, all play

It’s now possible to pack in more pro-
ductivity and pack up shop afterwards. 
Cleverly concealed behind the SlideLine M 
synchronous-action sliding door fitting, 
this workstation provides the flexibility to 
manage a career and a family. SmarTray 
and other bright ideas from our office 
division make for an orderly workspace –  
to make light work of getting the job 
done. And at the end of the workday, 
everything is tied away into an attractive 
cabinet.

Thanks to the LegaDrive electric, lifting-
column system, dining tables can also 
multitask with the best of us – morphing 
from writing desk to contemporary 
cocktail table in no time.
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Fusion of form and function

A kitchen where everything’s convenient,
ergonomic and intuitive to operate. That not
only performs all the functions you need but also
looks gorgeous ... Sounds like a dream? Now  
youcan make it come true. Hettich fitting  
technology lets you fill your kitchen with the 
latest trends and custom features – simply and 
securely. Such as drawers that close softly and 
quietly. Or narrow reveals and handleless,  
flush fitted front panels. With Hettich, your  
kitchen is sure to become your favourite room.

https://www.hettich.com/short/14858d
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Cooking
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Reflect on this

Conventional mirror or conversation 
piece? The difference is standard 
fittings from Hettich. These allow a 
mirror to offer new perspectives by 
not only reflecting what’s straight 
ahead but also to the side. Best of all, 
this remarkable technology is invisible 
from the front. 

Bathroom

http://www.hettich.com/short/266b24
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Sleeping

Cupboard love

One touch is all it takes and doors 
running on the TopLine sliding 
system simultaneously part in a 
smooth, controlled movement to 
afford full access to the wardrobe  
interior. Include SmarTrays and small 
items will always be easy to find and 
right where they belong.

Bathroom

http://www.hettich.com/short/3dcc4e
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Working life

Best in class for the office:  
Organised, ergonomic, efficient

Add an ergonomic, efficient edge to office furniture 
design with Systema Top 2000 organiser systems. 
Convenient cupboard and container solutions ensure 
everything has its place. Systema is as modular and 
streamlined as it is innovative and variable. Furniture 
with a personal touch takes the strain out of work.
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Reach new heights with
Big Org@Tower Wood

This is the furniture concept that does
it all, providing storage space in handy
compartments and keeping important
materials out of sight. And its intelligent
interior features keep work spaces neat
and tidy. Special Quadro drawer runners
not only carry heavy loads but also glide
smoothly and close gently. Add our
optional soft opening for silky-smooth
operation.

Design-compatible and market-leading: 
Systema Top 2000

Organise workspaces intelligently to 
suit individual needs. Use storage space 
efficiently. Design offices attractively. 
Systema Top is the unique way to  
achieve all that and more. From drawer 
and pedestal systems to in-drawer  
organisers, all our system components  
fit together perfectly.

http://www.hettich.com/short/9b42c6



Service eService

Hettich is also a high-powered virtual partner.  
Why not take advantage of our intelligent online 
tools, including product catalogues with 2D and 3D 
CAD files, quick downloads of drawings, instruction 
manuals and certification, planning aids and much 
more? All continually updated and instantly  
accessible via www.hettich.com
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Hettich makes light work of it!
Furniture Fittings and Applications 
catalogue now in three volumes

Hettich’s range of fitting solutions  
is growing all the time. That means 
more and more pages in our  
catalogue. By dividing the general 
catalogue into three easy-to- 
manage volumes, we’re lightening 
your load at work. The fourth vol-
ume is our new ProDecor catalogue 
featuring four different collections 
of furniture handles. Come discover 
it all at: www.hettich.com

Find all this and more in our 
online catalogue

https://www.hettich.com/short/d0e7a1
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